**TIME FLIGHT**
It took artist Eric Shaw more than 2000 hours to complete this sculpture.

**THREE TRAVELERS**
This is one of the largest sculptures at Cedarhurst, consisting of three large steel pieces.

**CLASPING VENUS**
This is a flowering plant native to North and South America.

**WRENCH WENCH**
Make sure to look at this sculpture up close - it's made from recycled tires!

**CHIMES**
This artwork is interactive - and kid friendly! Try making some music once you find it!

**RING TOSS**
Artist Pat McDonald free-scaled the sculpture to weld the "ring" circles in place during installation.

**DANCERS**
Even a gentle breeze moves the floating sculptures to simulate a couple twirling around the dance floor.

**SEEK & FIND SCULPTURE PARK ACTIVITY**
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**PERIWINKLE**
Also known as creeping myrtle, this plant is used as ground cover by landscapers however it grows naturally at Cedarhurst.

**MAYAPPLE**
The native Mayapple is a common plant that grows in wooded areas of every county in Illinois.

**KIMBALL**
This horse sculpture is named after a real-life horse!

**VESSEL**
The artwork was commissioned for our park after winning the 2008 Cedarhurst Sculpture Competition.

**BIG BANG**
This sculpture is made of redwood and weighs nine tons!

**RAGWORT**
This flowering plant is actually a weed, and is a favorite food of caterpillars.

**ALFRED ATLAS**
The boulder in the center is meant to represent the Earth. What do you think the artist is trying to say?